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Timetable

10.00 Housekeeping and introductions

10.15 The Spectrum standard

What to consider when choosing a CMS

12.30 Break

12.45 Case study

13.15 Q&A / Discussion

13.30 Finish 



Introductions



What is the Spectrum 

standard?

Spectrum is the UK collection management standard 
that is also used around the world.   Spectrum gives 
tried-and-tested advice on the things all museums do 
when managing their collections. Some of these are 
daily activities, such as moving objects around and 
updating location records. Others are occasional, like 
updating insurance cover. Spectrum calls all these 
activities procedures and there are 21 of them. 

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/spectrum/ 



• Object entry

• Acquisition and 
accessioning

• Location and
movement control

• Inventory 

• Cataloguing

• Object exit

• Loans in (borrowing)

• Loans out (lending)

• Documentation planning

• Condition checking

• Collections care and conservation

• Valuation

• Insurance and indemnity

• Emergency planning for collections

• Damage and loss

• Deaccessioning and disposal

• Rights management

• Reproduction

• Use of collections

• Collections review

• Audit

Spectrum 5.0 procedures



• Object entry

• Acquisition and accessioning

• Location and
movement control

• Inventory 

• Cataloguing

• Object exit

• Loans in (borrowing)

• Loans out (lending)

• Documentation planning

Primary procedures

Accountability 



Spectrum 5.0



Spectrum 5.0



Spectrum 5.0



Spectrum 5.0



Spectrum 5.0



Spectrum compliance

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/software/

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/software/


Units of  information

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/units-of-information/

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/units-of-information/


‘They’re only assets if  you can find them’

- unknown



Collections 

Management Systems



Choosing a CMS

Only as good as the underlying documentation



Cataloguing

SPECTRUM requirement: 
You have a catalogue system in place that allows you 
to record the minimum information needed for the 
Inventory procedure and, beyond that, supports your 
cataloguing policy.

Definition: Managing the information that gives your 
collections meaning, not as an end in itself but to 
record and retrieve what is known about your objects.

Catalogue records are more than the inventory-level 
minimum that tells you an object exists and where it is. 



Cataloguing

Minimum information:

• A unique object number (from which it should be clear 
whether the object is from your accessioned 
collections, on loan, or has some other status). 

• An object name. 
• The number of objects (if a group). 
• A brief description (or image).
• The current location. 
• If not your museum, a record of who owns the object 

(and, if your museum does own it, a record of where it 
came from).

• A note of who recorded this information and when.



Cataloguing

SPECTRUM requirement: 
Catalogue records are linked to the objects they 
describe via unique accession numbers that are 
securely attached or marked onto the items 
themselves.

SPECTRUM requirement: 
Catalogue records cross-refer to relevant information 
held in your system (whether on paper or digitally) or 
available elsewhere.



Organising information

Information can be broken up and stored in a number 

of different fields:

• Donor name

• Object description

• Accession number

• Acquisition method

• Condition

SPECTRUM requirement: 
Your system can reliably 
retrieve relevant catalogue 
information to meet the 
needs of users.



Consistency 

Dates:
2017-03-10
10-03-2017
10/03/2017
10.03.2017

Names:
Brown, Sarah
Sarah M Brown
Sarah Molly Brown
S Brown



Cataloguing

SPECTRUM requirement: 
You capture relevant information resulting from other 
procedures in a timely way.

SPECTRUM requirement: 
You keep an up-to-date backup of your catalogue 
records.



Cataloguing: 

how do you do it?



Resources

• Budget 
• Time (researching, set up, project management, 

data transfer)
• Skills (understanding of museum documentation, 

IT literacy etc.)
• Minimum hardware requirements 
• Operating system e.g. windows / apple?
• Storage space (external hard drive, cloud etc.)



People

User access, training, support



How many objects?

Can be a red herring…



o Audit trails

o Password security

o Thesaurus for data entry

o Search functions

o Screen designer

o Reports

o User-modifiable data structure

o Technical support and help menus

o Data import and export

Software features



Terminology control

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/terminologies/

…using agreed words (terms) to describe ‘stuff’ 

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/terminologies/


Terminology control
http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/spectrum-
advice-terminology-control/

http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/supporting-collections-
and-cultural-property/subject-specialist-networks

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/spectrum-advice-terminology-control/
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/supporting-collections-and-cultural-property/subject-specialist-networks


Who are your organisation’s users and what 

might they need from a CMS?

Discussion



• Future proof: what will we need in several years 

time?

• Manage processes like loans and exhibitions?

• Record copyright / IPR information?

• Access for different users, including the public?

• User friendly and flexible

• Spectrum compliant

What do we want?



DIY or off  the shelf?



Advantages

Off the shelf DIY

o Uses museum vocabulary

o System is ready to use

o Suppliers have learnt from the 
experience of other users

o Training 

o Less technical expertise required 
within your museum

o Likely to have terminology 
control features

o Likely to be SPECTRUM 
compliant

o Lower initial purchase price

o Tailored precisely to your 
requirements

o Learn from the experience of 
other users

o Use locally available expertise



Disadvantages

Off the shelf DIY

o Initial costs likely to be higher

o Will the company developing 
the software keep pace with the 
development of more standard 
business databases?

o System probably depends upon 
the enthusiasm of one ‘expert’ 
who may leave, and not really 
be an expert

o Documentation of the 
application often overlooked

o May take some time before a 
working system is available – the 
time spent developing could 
have been spent entering data

o Will need to research and 
establish terminology



Choosing a CMS

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/software/

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/software/


Questions



CT website

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/


Get a 10% discount from our online shop using the code:

T5GGX7

This code will be valid for one month from today.

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/shop/

Discount

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/shop/


sarahb@collectionstrust.org.uk 

@CollectionTrust

#CToutreach

Contact



Maidstone Museum’s choice of 
Collections Management System



Adlib – part of the Axiell group



Selection of System



Sources of Information

• http://collectionstrust.org.uk/software/adlib/

• Comparing different systems

• Information on the technical specifications

• Format compatibility

• Metadata schemata and Museum & Heritage Standards

• Peer visit and IT Department

• http://alm.axiell.com/collections-management-
solutions/technology/adlib/

• Case studies and further technical information as well 
as quote request and contact details

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/software/adlib/
http://alm.axiell.com/collections-management-solutions/technology/adlib/


Strengths of Adlib

• Comprehensive and SPECTRUM compliant

• Scalable and with lots of administrative features.

• Suitable for a large and varied collection.

• Can be customised with DESIGNER module

• A choice of output formats and ability to create reports 
and standard documents and bulk upload records.

• It can connect with a DAM system and web browsers.

• User group and help desk to ask questions

• Practice ‘sandpit’ version encouraged and this helps a 
lot with learning.



Adlib Screen



Challenges/drawbacks of system

• Strengths are also the weakness – it is a very 
complex system and requires training to use.

• Needs a high degree of IT literacy to 
administer, preferably a data manager or IT 
Department (a hosted option is available)

• Expensive! And may be oversized for a small 
collection

• Helpdesk is very slow



Choosing your CMS – Top tips

Think about:

• Scale and nature of collection and organisation

• Future plans for access to information- online?

• What is your budget and level of IT support?

• Who will be using the system? Will it be suitable for 
them?

• Check CT website, Manufacture’s website

• Visit people and see the system in action if you can.

• Last, but not least, if you have an IT Department, 
consult with them before you commit.



Thank you for listening

Pernille Richards, Collections  Officer


